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ACCENTO
ALBERT
ALLURE
CAPITOL
CLARA
LUNA
VALENTINA

ALBERT ONE SBL

2

ALBERT ONE SB1 ARM

3
3

ALBERT

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

ALBERT ONE SBL

4

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

ALBERT

ALBERT ONE SC1
SPECIAL

5
5

ALBERT ONE SCRARM
SPECIALSPECIAL
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ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

ALBERT

ALBERT ONE SCL SPECIAL

7
7

ALBERT ONE SCL DELUXE

8

ALBERT

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

ALBERT ONE SCR DELUXE

ALBERT ONE SCR ARM
DELUXE

9
9

10

ALLURE P

ALLURE PLS

Art nr: 21.16
Pris fra 3 200 kr

Art nr: 22.16

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

ALURE
ALLURE LS

ALLURE L

ALLURE S

Art nr: 13.16

Art nr: 11.16

Art nr: 12.16
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CAPITOL S1
Art nr: 04.16
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CAPITOL S2

13
13

CAPITOL

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

CAPITOL S3
Art nr: 02.16

3

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ
CAPITOL S4

CAPITOL SR

CAPITOL

Art nr: 01.16

Art nr: 02.16

4
4

LARA P CAPITONNE
Art nr: 02.16
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ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ

CLARA
CLARA P
Art nr: 02.16

ttp://www.
ccentosrl.it/
roduct/clara-p/
6
6

LUNA P
Art nr: 23.16

7

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ
Art nr: 10.16

LUNA

LUNA S

8
8

VALENTINA L
Art nr: 23.16

9

ACCENTO
HFGHVHHJ
VALENTINA SI

VALENTINA

Art nr: 24.16

10
10

ARTWOOD

11

ABBY
ANGEL
AVIATOR
COPPER
HURLINGHAM
JENSON
LUTON
MALIBU
MAPLE
MIKE
MILTON
MIMI
NEW ARK
OXFORD
PROFESSOR
QUEENS
SABINA
SHELTON
YORK

ABBY
Linen Sand
w 86 x d 86 x h 115 x sh 55 cm

Pris på forespørsel

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
ANGEL

Leather Fudge
w 74 x d 60 x h 67 x sh 39 cm

Vintage leather cigar
w 74 x d 60 x h 67 x sh 39 cm

ABBY / ANGEL

ANGEL

ANGEL
Leather D Raw
w 74 x d 60 x h 67 x sh 39 cm

12
12

TOM CAT AVIATOR
Leather D Raw
w 74 x d 60 x h 67 x sh 39 cm

TOM CAT AVIATOR
Leather D Raw
w 74 x d 60 x h 67 x sh 39 cm

13

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ

Old Brass/Chocolate
w 73 x d 78 x h 81 x sh 41 cm

AVIATOR / COOPER

COOPER

14
14

HURLINGHAM
Leather D Raw
w 84 x d 70 x h 68 x sh 45 cm

JENSON
Buffalo leather lightbrown/steel
w 60 x d 74 x h 84 x sh 49 cm

15

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
LUTON

Velvet grey
w 75 x d 88 x h 114 x sh 47 cm

Linen Sand
w 75 x d 88 x h 114 x sh 47 cm

LUTON

MAYFAIR

Linen indigo
w 75 x d 88 x h 114 x sh 47 cm

Velvet Taupe
w 192 x d 80 x h 110 x sh 49 cm

HURLINGHAM / JENSON / LUTON

LUTON

16
16

MALIBU
Leather fudge
w 53 x d 60 x h 87 x sh 48 cm

17

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
MALIBU / MAPLE

MAPLE
Linen sand. 100% linen
w 60 x d 62 x h 78 x sh 50 cm

MAPLE
Linen grey. 100% linen
w 60 x d 62 x h 78 x sh 50 cm

18
18

MIKE
Buffalo leather lampré
w 60 x d 66 x h 72 x sh 42 cm

19

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
MIKE / MILTON
MILTON
Velvet grey
w 80 x d 84 x h 97 x sh 46 cm

20
20

MIMI
Leather D Raw
w 50 x d 49 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

MIMI
Leather D Raw
w 50 x d 49 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

MIMI
Vintage Leather Cigar
w 50 x d 49 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

21

MIMI

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ

Velvet Plum
w 50 x d 63 x h 89 x sh 50 cm

MIMI

MIMI

Velvet Graphite
w 50 x d 63 x h 89 x sh 50 cm

MIMI
Velvet Moleskin. Shiny nails. Weathered
oak legs
w 50 x d 63 x h 89 x sh 50 cm

22
22

NEWARK
Artikelnummer: 04-11718
Leather Fudge
w 63 x d 63 x h 85 x sh 46 cm

NEWARK
Vintage Leather Cigar
w 63 x d 63 x h 85 x sh 46 cm

23

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
NEW ARK / OXFORD
OXFORD
Linen sand
w 68 x d 65 x h 96 x sh 49 cm

24
24

25

PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR

Vintage Leather Cigar
w 68 x d 71 x h 74 x sh 45 cmT

Leather Fudge
w 68 x d 71 x h 74 x sh 45 cm

PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ

Velvet Plum
w 68 x d 71 x h 74 x sh 45 cm

PROFESSOR
Velvet Graphite
w 68 x d 71 x h 74 x sh 45 cm

PROFESSOR
Velvet Moleskin. Shiny nails.
Weathered oak legs
w 68 x d 71 x h 74 x sh 45 cm

26
26

QUEENS
Velvet Brown
w 115 x d 90 x h 110 x sh 50 cm

QUEENS
Linen Sand
w 115 x d 90 x h 110 x sh 50 cm

27

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
SHELTON
Linen Sand
w 62 x d 65 x h 86 x sh 47 cm

SHELTON
Linen Indigo
w 62 x d 65 x h 86 x sh 47 cm

28
28

SABINA
Buffalo leather lightbrown
w 55 x d 63 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

SABINA
Buffalo leather lampré
w 55 x d 63 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

29

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
SABINA

SABINA

Buffalo leather lightbrown
w 55 x d 63 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

Buffalo leather lampré
w 55 x d 63 x h 87 x sh 49 cm

30
30

YORK
Linen Sand
w 58 x d 60 x h 94 x sh 47 cm

31

ARTWOOD
HFGHVHHJ
YORK

YORK

Velvet Grey
w 58 x d 60 x h 94 x sh 47 cm

Velvet Brown
w 58 x d 60 x h 94 x sh 47 cm

32
32

BILLIANI
VINCENT V.G
ASKEW
CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION
33

VINCENT - 441
Frame
stained or lacquered ashwood
Upholstery
fabric, faux or real leather, hide or
cellulose rope

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI
VINCENT V.G

VINCENT V.G.
A breath of light fresh countryside air
from bygone times. Solid ash family
of side chair, armchair, lounge chair,
barstool and table. Seat available in
hide, upholstered, or in cellulose cord.
VINCENT V.G. / Chapter 18 / 003

34

BILLIANI
441

ASKEW
CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION

35

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI
ASKEW LIGHT A lightweight slimline version extends the possible applications for Askew
armchairs according to various location types. The minimisation of volumes and dimensions
emboldens an already practical and charismatic design.

ASKEW

ASKEW
A sinewy, sculpted frame. Armchair, lounge chair and two-seater in solid beech or walnut,
with fabric or leather upholstery.

ASKEW - 535
Frame
solid walnut stained or solid beechwood stained or lacquered
Upholstery
fabric, faux or real leather
Light - Frame
stained or lacquered beechwood
Light - Upholstery
fabric or hide

36

BILLIANI
441
ASKEW

CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION
37

CROISSANT

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

CROISSANT - 571
Frame
stained or lacquered beechwood
Top
lacquered or laminated mdf, compact laminate

38

CROISSANT
A crucial thought. A refined sense of belonging unites the entire Croissant collection, a recurring
design, the crosspiece which distinguishes all the seating, as well as the tables. From the dining table
to lounge areas, from restaurant bars and lobbies to privating dining: a complete collection.
All new are the bench and the pouffe perfectly matching up with the sofa and the lounge chair; even
more functional and versatile is the version with partial cushion for resting bags and computers.

39

40

CROISSANT

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

41

42

CROISSANT

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

BILLIANI
441
ASKEW
CROISSANT

HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION
43

The Metal version, with its round base, brings an element of lightness to the collection.

HIPPY COLLECTION - 535
										 Wood - Frame
Stained or lacquered beechwood
									
Wood - Upholstery
fabric
										 Steel - Frame
Lacquered steel
									
Steel - Upholstery
fabric

HIPPY COLLECTION

The Wood version matches up the upholstered shell with a turned beech base, making it ideally
suited to a formal dining area with contemporary taste.

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

HIPPY COLLECTION
A collection of upholstered seating, a play between stitchwork, sculpted mass, and measured
attention to thicknesses. Here’s a seating with a strong character. Stylish pieces, able to include
within their elegance that informal touch which renders them eclectic and multi-faceted. A
collection comprising chair, lounge and barstool.

44

45

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI
LOAD LOUNGE
LOAD LOUNGE
A timeless design piece, a refined and meticulous study on the subject of archetypical form. In
the version Load Ropes, the juxtaposition with coloured ropes makes it even more elegant and
cutting edge. A solid beech chair, armchair, lounge chair and barstool with the seat also available
padded. Back in wood or rope strapping.
Load takes its inspiration from Scandinavian design to conjure up a new concept of
contemporaneity, is the search for new dimensional relationships, and is designed to bestow a
new mood on the chair.

46

BILLIANI
441
ASKEW
CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE

NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION

47

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI
NORDICA

NORDICA - 600
Like an embrace. Turned solid beech
frame; seat in multiply, or upholstered.
Frame: stained or lacquered
beechwood. Upholstery: fabric, faux
or real leather

48

BILLIANI
441
ASKEW
CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA

TOCCATAFUGA
W COLLECTION

49

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI
Frame
stained or lacquered beechwood
Upholstery
fabric, faux or real leather

TOCCATAFUGA

TOCCATAFUGA - fuga-531
A harmonious little theme. Side chair and armchair in solid beech, with an upholstered or
leather seat.

50

BILLIANI
441
ASKEW
CROISSANT
HIPPY COLLECTION
LOAD LOUNGE
NORDICA
TOCCATAFUGA

W COLLECTION

51

W COLLECTION
W. is the result of a design paradigm that states “subtraction adds value”, “Less is More.” The less
there is in terms of aesthetics of each individual component, the more the impact of the wood
itself is heightened. The natural wood or lacquered is shaped with attention to the thicknesses,
the angles, the relationship between the components, in order to achieve a balanced and
streamlined design.

W COLLECTION

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

W COLLECTION - 605
Frame
stained or lacquered beechwood
Optional
fabric cushion

Chair or barstool, lounge chair or rocker, all convey a strong historical characterization, alongside
the height of modernity. The reinterpretation of a classic. The re-design of a type of chair
amongst the most well-known in design history: the Windsor Chair. The W. family comprises chair,
armchair, barstool and rocker, Billiani’s first ever rocking chair.
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54

W COLLECTION

TOM DIXON
BILLIANI

CLASSIC
07.40
08.40
610.B.40
A.20.40
Ciao.Iron.40
Ciao.pill.40
Corce.2.40
Corce.imb.40
Croce.40
Grado.40
Kyoto.40
Milano.40
Monza.40

55

Art nr: Ciao.pill.40

CIAO PILL / CORCE IMB

Art nr: Corce.Imb.40

56

TOM DIXON
CLASSIC

Art nr: 08.40

57

Art nr: 07.40

58

08 / 07

TOM DIXON
CLASSIC

Art nr: 6010.B.40

59

Art nr: A.20.40

60

6010B / A20

TOM DIXON
CLASSIC

Pris fra 1 200 kr

61

Pris fra 1 200 kr

62

CIAO / CROCE / CORCE

TOM DIXON
CLASSIC

Art nr: Milano.40

Art nr: Grado.40

63

MILANO / GRADO / MONZA

Art nr: Monza.40

64

TOM DIXON
CLASSIC

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

65

66

TOM DIXON
HAY

67

68

TOM DIXON
HAY

HAY
13EIGHTY

ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

69

TOM DIXON
HAY

ABOUT A CHAIR LOW - AAC42/AAC43
Like the dining chair, this curvy version of About a Chair is designed to offer a welcoming and
comfortable seat. This version has shorter legs and thus occupies a position in between a lounge
chair and an easy chair – laid-back but with the same simple design expression. About a Chair
version is available with three upholstery options: full upholstery of the whole shell, upholstery on
the front of the rounded shell or a seat cushion. All three versions allow you to vary the expression
with relatively simple variations in upholstery, which of course owes a great deal to fabric
textures and colours.

ABOUT A CHAIR

Pris fra 2 490 kr

70

ABOUT A CHAIR
- WITH GASLIFT AAC24/AAC25
About a Chair as an office chair has a
rounded shell that adds executive weight
and brings a warm and welcoming feel to
an otherwise rather cool and technical
genre – perhaps because the castors
lend the industrial steel frame a narrative
character? About a Chair is perfect for
official settings and an obvious choice
for both large-scale corporate contexts
and work-at-home offices – or maybe as a
dining chair?

71

TOM DIXON
HAY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR - AAC20/AAC21
This version of About a Chair has a swivel base in powder-coated steel, which gives the chair
a more formal expression, both because the wooden frame has been replaced with steel and
because the delicate and elegant legs fan out from the centred base, almost standing on tiptoes
and optically raising the chair off the floor.

72
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ABOUT A CHAIR

TOM DIXON
HAY

ABOUT A CHAIR - AAC22/AAC23
This curvy version of About a Chair is designed to
be supportive, so you can just sit back and let the
chair do the work. This version of About a Chair
is available with three upholstery options: full
upholstery of the whole shell, upholstery on the
front of the rounded shell or a seat cushion. All
three versions allow you to vary the expression
with relatively simple variations in upholstery,
which of course owes a great deal to fabric
textures and colours.

Pris fra 2 490 kr
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76

ABOUT A CHAIR

TOM DIXON
HAY

77

TOM DIXON
HAY

Pris fra 2 900 kr

ABOUT A CHAIR

ABOUT A CHAIR - WITH GASLIFT AAC52/AAC53
This version of About a Chair is height-adjustable, as the five-legged base is equipped with a semi-automatic
gas lift. The new aluminium frame has castors, as the modern office chair that it is, and the adjustable seat
height varies from 42 to 56 cm. About a Chair with gas lift is available with the original, open seat or a rounded
shell, just like the other About a Chair variants.

78

ABOUT A CHAIR - AAC26/AAC27
The About series is HAY’s most versatile furniture series. It began with a chair and blossomed into
a series with virtually unlimited potential. With the About series, Hee Welling has proven that a
single strong idea can hold a wealth of development options.
Available with seat pad in black Sierra Leather

79

Pris fra 2 900 kr

80

ABOUT A CHAIR

TOM DIXON
HAY

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR

ABOUT A CHAIR
LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

81

TOM DIXON
HAY
Pris fra 8 900 kr

ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE

ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE - AAL82/AAL92
The high-backed About a Chair has a majestic aura in this version with a steam-bent
frame that is accented by the slightly more open shell. While the lower version has a
more intimate expression, the high-backed version is more spacious. Both the high and
the low versions come with the same minimalist wooden frame, which gives the chair
a slightly more angular expression than the round wooden legs. However, regardless
which legs you choose, About a Lounge Chair is a comfortable and functional seating
sculpture with its high or low back, where the stitching contributes to a graphic
expression that appears subtle or striking, depending on your choice of upholstery.

82

83

TOM DIXON
HAY
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE

Pris fra 8 900 kr

Pris fra 8 900 kr

84

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE

COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

85

Pris fra 3 800 kr

TOM DIXON
HAY
COPENHAGUE CHAIR

COPENHAGUE CHAIR
Copenhague Chair is two x two chair legs that meet in an inverse V and two moulded veneer shells
that meet in the middle. The sharply bent veneer consists of multiple delicate layers laminated
with cheesecloth to make the shell extra strong and give the chair the springy flexibility that
is essential in a backrest. The technique was pioneered by the first cantilevered chairs of the
Bauhaus school, but here, the university’s practical need for stackability has been incorporated
into the design, which makes it possible to stack as many as eight chairs together. The stackability
also comes in handy in a private home, making it easy to store spare chairs for extra dinner guests.

86

Pris fra 3 800 kr
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88

COPENHAGUE CHAIR

TOM DIXON
HAY

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR

DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

89

90

DAPPER

TOM DIXON
HAY

91

92

DAPPER

TOM DIXON
HAY

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER

J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

93

Folke Pålsson’s spindle-back chair brings back
memories for many people who have encountered
this chair in summer houses all over Scandinavia.
The chair sparks an immediate sense of
recognition, but in HAY’s updated colour version J77
proves its contemporary currency and relevance in
the 21st century.

TOM DIXON
HAY

J77
The FDB series also pioneered knock-down
furniture: furniture that comes in a box and is
assembled by the user. Kvist Møbler produced
the FDB furniture then and still does today – only
now with HAY as the standard-bearer for the
democratic values

J77

Pris fra 1 600 kr
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HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77

J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

95

TOM DIXON
HAY
J104
J104
The FDB series also pioneered knock-down furniture:
furniture that comes in a box and is assembled by
the user. Kvist Møbler produced the FDB furniture
then and still does today – only now with HAY as the
standard-bearer for the democratic values.
With its wide back and seat combined with the light,
vertical graphic expression, J104 resembles a cross
between a dining chair and an easy chair. In this unique
composition, although the broad seat takes up visual
space, the spindle structure of the back lightens the
overall impression and makes J104 a sculptural classic.

Pris fra 1 900 kr
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HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104

J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

97

TOM DIXON
HAY

J110
The FDB furniture series is functional design at
democratic prices, born of industrial development.
FDB created a strong furniture concept in 1933,
and under Børge Mogensen’s leadership as design
director from 1942 the FDB furniture linked
industrial production closely with architectural
furniture design. In practical terms, the industrial
approach eliminated the need for special
components, as all the chairs had the same legs, just
as the main emphasis was not on detailing, since
the underlying ideology of making well-designed
furniture accessible to the general population was
the primary focus. FDB revolutionized the industry
as a precursor of many of the design icons that
Denmark is acknowledged for today around the
world.

J110

Pris fra 2 500 kr

98

TION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/J110/

J110 black 01.jpg

Hay
Folder: HAY COLLECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/J110/

J110 coral 01.jpg

Hay
Folder: HAY COLLECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/J110/

J110 grey 01.jpg
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Page 5/8

Page 6/8

Hay
Folder: HAY COLLECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/J110/

J110

TOM DIXON
HAY

LECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/J110/

J110 nature(1).jpg

J110 white 01.jpg

100
Page 7/8

Page 8/8
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Pris fra 2 400 kr
Hay
Folder: HAY COLLECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/JW01/

JW01

TOM DIXON
HAY

Hay
Folder: HAY COLLECTION/FURNITURE/SEATING/DINING CHAIRS/JW01/

JW01 QUILT BLACK.jpg

JW_01_V1(1).jpg

102

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGEN CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01

NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

103

NEU13

Pris fra 2 000 kr

TOM DIXON
HAY

NEU13
Upholstery with a wooden is a version with a delicate stitching line running across the seat, while a piping
detail accentuates the chairs rim. Structurally robust, comfortable and flexible.

104

105

TOM DIXON
HAY
NEU13
Pris fra 2 000 kr

106

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13

NOBODY
SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

107

TOM DIXON
HAY

Pris fra 4900

NOBODY

NOBODY
Nobody was an industrial sensation when it was launched. A
chair made in recyclable plastic converted into felt and moulded
in one piece, which was stackable to boot. Nobody was designed
for prison use, as the chair has no hard edges and therefore
cannot be used as a threatening object. It is encouraging to
see design rise to such a complex challenge while also finding
new sustainable production and design solutions. Nobody
represents nothing less than a synthesis of intellectual
capacity, challenging practices and innovative design.

108

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY

SOFT EGDE
UCHIWA

109

TOM DIXON
HAY
SOFT EGDE

SOFT EGDE CHAIR
- WOOD/METAL FRAME
Soft Edge chair series is based on
the next step in the development of
moulded plywood techniques. It enables
a three-dimensionality that is unusual
for ordinary moulded plywood. With
Soft Edge, Iskos-Berlin has created a
softly shaped seat and back where all
the edges face away from the body.

110

111

SOFT EGDE

TOM DIXON
HAY

SOFT EGDE CHAIR
Both versions of Soft Edge (with a steel or wooden frame) are stackable and
light, which makes them suitable for any segment of the contract market – from
classrooms and auditoriums to canteens and cafeterias.

112

HAY
13EIGHTY
ABOUT A CHAIR
ABOUT A CHAIR LOUNGE
COPENHAGUE CHAIR
DAPPER
J77
J104
J110
JW01
NEU13
NOBODY
SOFT EGDE

UCHIWA
113

UCHIWA

Pris fra 13 200 kr

TOM DIXON
HAY

UCHIWA
Uchiwa is a capacious armchair taking its soft and open shape from the traditional
Japanese hand fan. Generous and inviting, Uchiwa’s hard plastic shell has surprisingly
soft down padding inside. The armchair comes in two upholstered versions: in soft down
for a more domestic environment and in moulded foam for a more demanding contract
context. The legs come in natural or stained oak.

114

115

116

UCHIWA

TOM DIXON
HAY

MIDJ
ALFA
APELLE
COVER
DANNY
GAUPA
JOE
LIGHT E
LIU
MARILYN
MARSIGLIA
OLA
SONNY
TRAMPOLIERE
VIVO
WRAP

117

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

AFRA ATT.1

AFRA P.1

ALFA

ALFA
Armchair lounge chair and sofa with chrome steel or black
nickel frame. Upholstered seatTwo possible finishes
chrome or black nickle. Please contact us for fabrics.

118
118
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MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

APELLE
Apelle.ATLG.1

APELLE AT.1
When life gets hectic, it is important find a moment for yourself, it
could be in our home or in a waiting room.
A place where you can escape, discovering our own. The lounge chair
Apelle tastefully furnishes any room, pleasure for the eyes and mind.

120
120

121

Apelle.AT.1

Apellepouf.1

APELLE AT
When life gets hectic, it is important find a moment for yourself, it
could be in our home or in a waiting room.
A place where you can escape, discovering our own. The lounge chair
Apelle tastefully furnishes any room, pleasure for the eyes and mind.

APELLE POUF
Apelle pouf with chrome, black nickel or white painted frame.
Hide seat.

MIDJ
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APELLE
Apelle.S.1

APELLE S
Holding a conversation in a cheerful atmpsphere, in an office as at
home, it is important to make the experience enjoyable. Apelle, with its
shape similar to a smile, is perfect to decorate with freshness
family environment as well as innovative offices.

APELLE P
When the line between home and office becomes thin, arises the need
to decorate the life/work rooms with intelligent design product,
combining functionality and comfort. Apelle conquests modern offices
, waiting rooms and restaurants giving a touch of style and
lightheartedness that everyone is looking for.
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Apelle.DN.1

Apelle H.1

APELLE DN
When life gets hectic, it is important find a moment for yourself, it
couldbe in our home, in a hotel or in a waiting room. A place where you
canescape, discovering our own. The rocking chair Apelle tastefully

APELLE H75
Kind and soft lines give to Apelle stool an essential and fresh design.
For kitchens and pubs, suitable for fast brunches and pleasant
breakfast.
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APELLE

MIDJ
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Cover ATT F
design Midj R&D

Cover lounge chair with 4 ways base available in chrome. Upholstered

HFGHVHHJ
MIDJ

shell in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom's fabric.

Finishing and Materials

Inca Ecoleather

Vintage Leather

Magic Ecoleather

Fiore Leather

Special Leather

Pix Fabric

Mirage Fabric

Natural Wool Fabric

17 colors

Vintage Ecoleather

NOA
COVER

Chrome

Long Life Fabric

Dimensions

Volumetric Details

Cover
ATT F
Weight 14 kg

Volume
0.36 mc
Cover
lounge
chair with 4 ways base
Package 1
available
in chrome. Upholstered shell in
leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
Dimension

cm

inch

A

76

30

B

66

26

C

64

25

D

44

17

Cover.ATT.F.1

Downloads
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Cover ATT T

Cover H65 - H75

design Midj R&D

design Midj R&D

Lounge chair with sled base available in chrome, white or aluminium

Counter stool with 4 legs frame in chrome, white or aluminium painted.

painted. Upholstered shell in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom's

Shell in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom's fabric. Available in two

fabric.

different heights: 65 cm (25.6 in) 75 cm (29.5 in).

Finishing and Materials

Finishing and Materials

White Steel

Chrome

Aluminium

Fiore Leather

Vintage Leather

Inca Ecoleather

Magic Ecoleather

Vintage Ecoleather

Long Life Fabric

Natural Wool Fabric
Natural Wool Fabric

17 colors

Mirage Fabric

Pix Fabric

Dimensions

Chrome

Aluminium

Special Leather

Volumetric Details

Cover
ATT
Weight
11.5 T
kg

Pix Fabric

Fiore Leather

Dimensions

Dimension

cm

inch

A

76

30

B

66

26

C

64

D

44

Downloads
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Dimension

cm

inch

A

80

32

B

49

19

25

C

49

19

17

D

65

26

Cover.ATT.T.1
Downloads

Mirage Fabric

Long Life Fab

Inca Ecoleather

Magic Ecoleather

Vintage Ecol

17 colors

Vintage Leather

Cover H65-H75

Volume 0.36 mc

Cover lounge chair with 4 ways base
Package 1
available in chrome. Lounge chair with
sled base available in chrome, white or
aluminium painted. Upholstered shell in
leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
fabric.

White Steel

Counter stool with 4 legs frame in
chrome, white or aluminium painted.
Shell in leather, ecoleather, fabric or
custom’s fabric. Available in two different heights: 65 cm (25.6 in) 75 cm (29.5
in).
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COVER

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

Structure

Stained wood Dark Oak
finish

Stained wood Natural Oak
finish

Stained wood Walnut finish

Stained wood Flamed
Walnut finish

Long Life Fabric
13 colors

Natural Wool Fabric
15 colors

Pix Fabric

Inca Ecoleather
17 colors

Fiore Leather
15 colors

Special Leather
8 colors

Vintage Leather
4 colors

Coating

Cover L

Mirage Fabric
16 colors

Cover lounge chair with 4 ways base
available in chrome. Lounge chair with
sled base available in chrome, white or
aluminium painted. Upholstered shell in
Magic Ecoleather
Vintage Ecoleather
leather, ecoleather, fabric
17 colors
4 colors or custom’s
fabric.

Cover.L.1

Bubble fabric
14 colors

Hot Fabric
13 colors

Dimensions
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Dimension

cm

inch

A

84

33.1

Finishing and Materials
Structure

White Steel

Grafite Steel

Sand Steel

Aluminium

Chrome

Long Life Fabric
13 colors

Inca Ecoleather
17 colors

Fiore Leather
15 colors

Vintage Leather
4 colors

Coating

Cover lounge chair with 4 ways base
Pix Fabric
Mirage
Fabric
Natural Wool Fabric
available
in chrome.
Lounge
chair with
16 colors
15 colors
sled base available in chrome, white or
aluminium painted. Upholstered shell in
leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
Magic Ecoleather
Vintage Ecoleather
Special Leather
fabric.
17 colors
4 colors
8 colors

Bubble fabric
14 colors

MIDJ
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Cover T

Hot Fabric
13 colors

Dimension

cm

inch

A

76

29.9

COVER

Dimensions
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Danny armchair with wooned base.
Shell upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.
Available version with wooden back
face in the same base finish.

DANNY

Danny P

132
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Danny PB
Danny armchair with wooned base.
Shell upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.
Available version with wooden back
face in the same base finish.

Cover.PB.1
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Cover.S.1

MIDJ
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Danny armchair with wooned base.
Shell upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.
Available version with wooden back
face in the same base finish.

DANNY

Danny S
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GAUPA
Gaupa AT
Lounge armchair with sled base.
Structure available in white painted or
chrome. Seat and backrest in hide.

Gaupa.AT.1
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Gaupa AT4
Lounge armchair with four leg structure
available in white painted or
chrome. Seat and backrest in hide.

Gaupa.AT4.1

Gaupa DNA
Guapa rocking chair with chrome steel
frame and hide shell..

Gaupa.DNA.1
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GAUPA
Gaupa DPA

Gaupa P

Guapa directional chair with five ways base in white
papinted and gas height adjustment. Hide shell.

Armchair with sled base. Structure available in white
painted, chrome or black nickel. Seat and backrest
in hide.

Gaupa.DPA.1

Gaupa.P.1
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Gaupa PX
Guapa armchair with white lacquered
trestle base with four ways. Hide shell.

Gaupa.PX.1

Gaupa P4
Armchair with four leg structure
available in white painted, chrome or
black nickel. Seat and backrest in hide.

Gaupa.P.4.1

139

Gaupa S
Chair with sled base and structure
available in white painted, chrome or
black nickel. Seat and backrest in hide.

GAUPA

MIDJ
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Gaupa.S.1

Gaupa S4
Chair with four leg structure available in white painted,
chrome or black nickel. Seat and backrest in hide.

Gaupa.S.4.1
-
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JOE
Joe S L CU
Chair with four leg frame, available in different
finishes: dark oar, light oak or walnut. Seat and
backrest upholstered with hide or regenerated hide.

142
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Joe SIIG

Joe S LTS

Chair with four leg frame, seat and backrest, available in different
finishes: dark oar, light oak or walnut.

Chair with four leg frameavailable in different finishes: dark oar, light oak
or walnut. Seat and backrest upholstered with leather, ecoleather, fabric
or custom’s fabric. Available version with backerest’s front face upholstered and
wooden back in the same finish as the frame.

Joe.S.IIG.1

Joe.S.LTS.1

Joe S MCU

JOE

Joe.S.MCU.1

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

Chair with four legs frame in white, aluminium, sand, grafite or dark brown
painted. Seat and backrest upholstered in hide or regenerated hide.
or custom’s fabric. Available version with backerest’s front face upholstered
and wooden back in the same finish as the frame.
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Joe S MLG
Chair with four leg frame available in white,
aluminium, sand, grafite or dark brown painted.
Seat and backrest in veneered finish light oak or
flamed walnut.

Joe.S.MLG.1

145

Joe S MTS

JOE

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

Chair with four legs frame in white, aluminium,
sand, grafite or dark brown painted. Seat and
backrest upholstered in leather, eco-leather,
fabric or custom’s fabric. Available version with
backerest’s front face upholstered and wooden
back in the same finish as the frame.
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LIGHT E
Light C
Armchair with four legs frame available in chrome
or white painted steel. Seat upholstered in leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
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Light ATT
Armchair with four legs frame available in chrome
or white painted steel. Seat upholstered in leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Light A
Armchair with four legs frame available in chrome
or white painted steel. Seat upholstered in leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
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LIGHT E
Light E
Armchair with four legs frame available in chrome
or white painted steel. Seat upholstered in leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
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LÌU
Liù CR TS Chair
Liù CR TS four legs base chair with steel structure
upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
fabric.

Light CR TS.1

152
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Liù S Chair
Stakable chair with four leg frame in white, sand,
aluminium painted or chrome. Shell in Restylon® or
upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
fabric. Restylon®/steel version suitable for outdoor
use. Stackable up to 4 units.

Liu S.1

153
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LÌU
Liù T Chair

Liù L Chair

Chair with sled base in white, sand, aluminium
painted or chrome. Shell in Restylon® or
upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
fabric. Stackable up to four units.

Chair with four leg frame in wood finish dark oak
or light oak. Seat in Restylon® or upholstered in
leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Liu T.1

Liu L.1
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Marilyn S MT

Marilyn P LG

Marilyn P C

Marilyn S MT chair with four leg frame
in white, sand or ash grey pianted steel.
Seat upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric. The shell is
available in plain colour, contrasted
colours or with upholstery backrest
in quilted ecoleather.our, contrasted
colours or with upholstery backrest in
quilted ecoleather.

Stakable chair with four leg frame
Marilyn P LG armchair with four leg
frame in wood finish dark oak, light
oak, walnut or white laquered. Seat
upholstered in leather, ecoleather,fabric
or custom’s fabric. The shell is available
in plain colour, contrasted colours or with
upholstery backrest in quilted ecoleather.

Marilyn P C armchair with four conic leg
frame in chrome or white pianted steel.
Seat upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric. The shell is
available in plain colour, contrasted
colours or with upholstery backrest in
quilted ecoleather.

Marilyn SMT.1

Marilyn PLG.1

Marilyn PC.1
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MARILYN

MIDJ
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Marsiglia lounge armchair with four leg frame in chrome. Shell

Marsiglia
ATT
Finishing and Materials

Marsiglia lounge armchair with four leg
frame in chrome. Shell
upholstered
in leather,
ecoleather,Fiore Leather
Chrome
Vintage Leather
fabric or custom.s fabric.
Magic Ecoleather

Vintage Ecoleather

Long Life Fabric

Special Leather

Natural Wool Fabric

Inca Ecoleather

17 colors

Mirage Fabric

MIDJ
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upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom.s fabric.

Marsiglia ATT.
Pix Fabric

Volumetric Details
Weight 12.00

Volume 0.42 mc
Package 1

Dimension

cm

inch

A

83

32.7

B

63

24.8

C

72

28.3

D

49

19.2

Downloads

MARSIGLIA

Dimensions

Marsiglia Brochure (pdf - 0MB) - http://www.midj.com/images/uploads/resources/marsiglia.pdf
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Marsiglia PQ
Swivel armchair with square base in
satin steel. Chrome frame. Seat
upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.

Marsiglia.PQ.1

Marsiglia SG
Swivel and high adjustable stool with
square base and frame in chrome.
Seat upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.
Chrome footrest. Seat height: 58 cm
(22.8”) - 83 cm (32.7”).

Marsiglia.H.SG.1

Marsiglia PA 110
Marsiglia 115 cm (45,3”) long bench.
Available with chrome legs and
seat upholstered with leather.
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Marsiglia.PA.110.1
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Marsiglia S

Marsiglia T
Armchair with sled base in chrome,
white or aluminium pianted steel.
Seat upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.

MARSIGLIA

Marsiglia.S.1

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ

Armchair with four leg frame in chrome,
white or aluminium pianted steel. Seat
upholstered in leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric.

Marsiglia.T.1
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Ola P

MIDJ
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Ola chair with armrests with four legs base in white or black
lacquered steel. Shell available in polypropylene, veneered
wood or upholstered with leather, ecoleather, fabric, custom’s
fabric, hide or regenerated hide.
Ola chair is stackable up to 4 units and in the polypropylene
shell version is suitable for the outdoor use.

OLA

Ola.P.1

Ola S
Ola chair with four legs base in white
or black lacquered steel. Shell vailable
in polypropylene, veneered wood or
upholstered with leather, ecoleather,
fabric, custom’s fabric, hide or
regenerated hide. Ola clair is stackable
up to 4 units and in the polypropylene
shell version is suitable for the outdoor
use.

Ola.S.1

Ola H65 / H75
Ola stool with four legs base in white
or black lacquered steel. Shell vailable
in polypropylene, veneered wood or
upholstered with leather, ecoleather,
fabric, custom’s fabric, hide or
regenerated hide. Ola stool is available in
two different heights, and it is stackable
up to 4 units.
The version with polypropylene shell is
suitable for the outdoor use.

Ola.H.1
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SONNY
Sonny P LG
Sonny P LG armchair with four leg frame in wood
finish dark oak, light
oak or walnut. Seat upholstered il leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s
fabric. Available version with backshell in quilted
ecoleather.

Sonny. P.LG.1
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Sonny P MT

Sonny S LG

design Midj R&D, 2015
Sonny P MT armchair with four leg frame in chrome
or white painted steel. Seat upholstered il leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric. Available
version with backshell in quilted ecoleather.

Sonny S LG chair with four leg frame in wood finish
dark oak, light oak r walnut. Seat upholstered
il leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
Available version with backshell in quilted
ecoleather.

Sonny. P.MT.1

Sonny.S.LG.1

MIDJ
HFGHVHHJ
Sonny swivel and high-adjustable stool with chrome
structure and fabric or leather or ecoleather seat.

Sonny. SG.1

SONNY

Sonny S G

Sonny S MT
Armchair with four leg frame in chrome or white
painted steel. Seat upholstered il leather, ecoleather,
fabric or custom’s fabric. Available
version with backshell in quilted ecoleather.

Sonny. S.MT.1
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Trampoliere AT.1
-

Trampoliere H65 / H75
Fix stool with four-leg frame in chrome, white
or ash grey painted. Seat upholstered in
leather, ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
Seat height:
65cm (25.6”) or 75cm (29.5”).

TRAMPOLIERE

Trampoliere lounge with four legs base in
lacquered steel. Shell upholstered in leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
For completing the relax corner it is possible
combine the pouf of the
same collection.

MIDJ
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Trampoliere AT

Trampoliere H.2.1
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Trampoliere S
Stackable chair with four leg frame in chrome, white or
ash grey painted.
Shell upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric, custom’s
fabric.Available Conference Kit: union hooks and book
holder.

Trampoliere S.1

Trampoliere P
tackable armchair with four-leg frame in
chrome, white or ash greypainted. Shell
upholstered in leather, ecoleather, fabric or
custom’s fabric. Available Conference Kit:
union hooks and book holder..

Trampoliere P.1

169

Trampoliere P EX

MIDJ
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Trampoliere armchair with structure
yellow, sky gray, red, white or graphite
lacquered steel. Four legs base.
Suitable for outdoor use.

TRAMPOLIERE

Trampoliere P.EX.1

Trampoliere S EX
Trampoliere chair in yellow, sky gray, red,
white or graphite lacquered steel with four
legs base.
Suitable for outdoor use.

Trampoliere S.EX.1

Trampoliere H65 / H75 EX
Trampoliere stool in yellow, sky gray, red, white, graphite
lacquered steel; available in twi different heights 65 cm
(25.6 in) and 75 cm (29.5 in).
Trampoliere stool is stackable up to four units and
suitable for outdoor use.

Trampoliere H.1
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VIVO

MIDJ
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Vivo DPA

Vivo DPB

Executive chair with five ways base in chrome.
Shell upholstered in hide, regenerated hide, leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Task chair with five ways base in chrome. Shell
upholstered in hide, regenerated hide, leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Vivo. DPA.1

Vivo. DPB.1
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VIVO
Vivo P
Stackable chair with armrests and four-leg frame.
Shell upholstered in hide, regenerated hide, leather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric. Available
writing tablet.

Vivo.P.1
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Wrap H65 / H75

Wrap P

Wrap stool with four legs base in white or black
lacquered steel. Shell upholstered in leather,
ecopeather, fabric or custom’s fabric.
The stool is available in two different heights: 65 cm
(25.6 in) or 75 cm (29.5 in).

Wrap chair with four legs base in whwite or black
steel lacquered. Shell upholstered in lieather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Wrap H.1

Wrap P.1

MIDJ
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VIVO
Wrap S
Wrap chair with four legs base in whwite or black
steel lacquered. Shell upholstered in lieather,
ecoleather, fabric or custom’s fabric.

Wrap P.1
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MUUTO
COVER TEXTILE
COVER LEATHER
FIBER COLLECTION
NERD
VISU COLLECTION

177

COVER - TEXTILE

COVER’s contemporary design gives it
a strong personality and with a frame
produced from solid beech wood it is
extremely robust and hardwearing. The
chair is also very versatile, at home at the
dining table, as a desk chair, in a restaurant,
hotel room or any other public setting.

COVER TEXTILE

COVER chair, designed by Thomas
Bentzen, is a modern reinterpretation of
the classic wooden armchair. In a clever
design choice, thin form pressed plywood
covers are given the dual role of working as
comfortable armrests, while at the same
time ensuring that the chair holds together.

MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ

/ Thomas Bentzen
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COVER TEXTILE
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COVER TEXTILE

MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ
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COVER LEATHER

MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ

COVER LEATHER
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MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ
FIBER COLLECTION
FIBER ARMCHAIR
Front Upholstery - Sled
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FIBER COLLECTION - TUBE BASE

MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ

FIBER ARMCHAIR - TUBE BASE
/ Iskos Berlin
The FIBER ARMCHAIR has been
designed to balance maximum
comfort with minimum space. The
chair has been produced from an
innovative bio-composite material
that includes 25% wood fibres. From
a distance, the shell appears to be
normal smooth plastic, however,
when viewed up close the tiny
pieces of the wooden fibres become
apparent, giving the chair a whole
new character.
With the addition of four different
bases, FIBER has flourished into a
fully-fledged family of 39 chairs,
confident of finding the ideal style
to suit the individual home, office or
other public setting.
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FIBER COLLECTION - TUBEBASE

MUUTO
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FIBER ARMCHAIR
Woodbase
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FIBER COLLECTION - WOODBASE

MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ
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MUUTO
HFGHVHHJ
/ David Geckeler

NERD

NERD

The NERD chair is a modern Nordic take on the iconic
all-wood chair that effortlessly reflects its classic
Scandinavian design heritage. The seamless integration of
the NERD’s back and seat is a unique feature providing both
enhanced comfort and an inviting personal look. Crafted
with the highest quality materials, the NERD chair provided
the winning design for the Muuto Talent Awards 2010.
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VISU - WOOD BASE
/ Mika Tolvanen
The VISU wood base chair is an ergonomic and functional chair with a timeless
and recognizable profile. Formpressed veneer wood gives the shell of the
chair its characteristic shape and creates visible lines and patterns in the
surface that complement the design. The details and shapes of the wooden
legs create an illusion of the chair floating elegantly over the floor.
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VISU COLLECTION - WOODBASE
MALMÖ

HFGHVHHJ
MUUTO

VISU - LOUNGE
/ Mika Tolvanen
The VISU LOUNGE chair has a timeless
and recognizable profile and is designed
for lounging in the upmost comfort.
Formpressed veneer wood gives the shell of
the chair its characteristic shape and creates
visible lines and patterns in the surface that
complement the design.
The lounge chair is ideal for both private and
professional interiors and is available in a
range of colors as well as textile and leather
upholstery.
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VISU COLLECTION - LOUNGE
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VISU COLLECTION

MUUTO
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NORMAN COPENHAGEN
ACE CHAIR
ACE LOUNGE CHAIR
JUST CHAIR
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NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ
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NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ

ACE CHAIR
ACE CHAIR
Material:
Shell: Veneer, PU Foam, Steel reinforcement , Textile: JAB/City Velvet, Normann Copenhagen/Nist or Sørensen Leather/Tango Leather. Legs: Stained Beech (for Textile), Painted
Oak (for Black Leather) or Lacquered Oak (for Brandy Leather)
Size & Weight:
H: 80 , L: 46, D: 50, SH: 47 cm , Weight: 8,6 kg
Leveres i stoff, velur og møbelhud.
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ACE CHAIR

NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ

FROM SUITCASE TO LOUNGE CHAIR IN FIVE MINUTES
Normann Copenhagen presents Ace, designed by Hans Hornemann
Imagine a box with a handle that you simply grab and take home from the shop and
within a few minutes transform into an exclusive lounge chair. The Ace lounge collection
innovatively unifies luxurious upholstered furniture with functional flat-pack principles,
in an expressive design inspired by an urban lifestyle.
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NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ
Material:
Shell: Veneer, PU Foam, Steel reinforcement. Textile: JAB/City Velvet, Normann
Copenhagen/Nist or Sørensen Leather/Tango Leather. Legs: Stained Beech
(for Textile), Painted Oak (for Black Leather) or Lacquered Oak (for Brandy Leather).
Size & Weight:
H: 80, L: 56, D: 70 SH: 41 cm , Weight: 9,4 kg.

ACE LOUNGE CHAIR

ACE LOUNGE CHAIR

Leveres i stoff, velur og møbelhud
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ACE LOUNGE CHAIR

NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ
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ACE LOUNGE CHAIR

NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ
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Just is a simple and understated stackable shell
chair with lots of personality and character that is as
beautiful when seen from below as from above. The
frame is discretely tucked into the chair’s molded
shell, and the shell’s tapering thickness gives it a
friendly and welcoming expression.
Just Chair comes in a veneer version in a distinctive
black or in natural, with a striking colored edge in
black, red or grey. Just Chair is now also available
with upholstery in quality four textiles and durable
leather, adding a whole new dimension to the chair.

NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ

JUST

Awards:
Interior Innovation Award 2014 - Selection.

JUST CHAI

The chair fits into most furniture schemes, and is
ideal both around the dinner table and in the kitchen.
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NORMANN COPENHAGEN
HFGHVHHJ
Material:
Seat: Lacquered ash veneer, Legs: Powder Coated steel,

JUST CHAIR

JUST

Size & Weight:
Height: 79 cm, Length: 53 cm, Depth: 53 cm, Weight: 6,3 kg
Kommer med tre-sete, møbelhud eller stoff.
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PEDRALI
BABILA
ESTER
FRIDA
GLISS
INGA
LAJA
LOGO
MALMÖ
NEMEA
NOA
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innovation with great agility. Plywood shell in variable
thickness and solid ash legs. The result is an airy and
comfortable sitting with a careful and accurate use of
wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey, black, red,
yellow and blue.

Babila - 2700

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Babila is a chair able to move along tradition
and innovation with great agility. Plywood
shell in variable thickness and solid ash legs.
The result is an airy and comfortable sitting
with a careful and accurate use of wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey,
black, red, yellow and blue.

GERMAN DESIG

2015 - Germany
Special mention

BABILA

PRESS

ArtFRnr: 2700.6
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Legend 䓕nishes
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Chair B

Art nr: 2700A.6

BABILA 2700/A
DESIGN:
ODO FIORAVANTI

Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and
innovation with great agility. Solid ash legs and
plywood shell in variable thickness with upholstered
seat. The result is an airy and comfortable sitting with
a careful and accurate use of wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey and black.

Babila - 2700/A
Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and innovation with great agility. Solid ash legs and
plywood shell in variable thickness with upholstered seat. The result is an airy and comfortable
sitting with a careful and accurate use of wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey and black.
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FR

AN

GC

yellow and blue.

Babila - 2710

Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey, black, red, yellow and blue.

BABILA 2710/A
Art. 2710A.6

DESIGN:
ODO FIORAVANTI

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and innovation with great
agility. Plywood shell in variable thickness,
four legs frame in steel tube
20.4.2016
Ø16 mm. The result is an airy and comfortable sitting with a careful and
accurate use of wood.

BABILA

Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and
innovation with great agility. Four legs frame in steel
tube Ø16 mm and plywood shell in variable thickness
with upholstered seat. The result is an airy and
comfortable sitting with a careful and accurate use of
wood.
FRFinishes:
AN bleached
GC
AR
BL
ash orGIash stained
grey and black.
Legend 䓕nishes

Babila - 2710/A
Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and innovation with great
agility. Four legs frame in steel tube Ø16 mm and plywood shell in variable
thickness with upholstered seat. The result is an airy and comfortable sitting
with a careful and accurate use of wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey and black.

Art nr: 2710A.6

FR

AN

Legend ➵nishes

GC
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BABILA

Babila armchair recalls the distinctive features and
design of the collection, taking inspiration from the
classic and timeless objects. The absolute comfort
of the shell upholstered in fabric or leather is
combined with steel tube legs.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Babila - 2736

220

look. A delicate moulding characterizes the back. Ash
wood legs

Babila - 2750
The technopolymer shell of Babila chair recalls the wooden
version but takes full advantage of elasticity and threedimensionality of the plastic material, in order to offer the
greatest comfort in a new smarter look. A delicate moulding
characterizes the back. Ash wood legs

PRESS

BI

SA

Legend 辿弄nishes
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TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

BABILA 2755
DESIGN:
ODO FIORAVANTI

BABILA

Babila armchair recalls the distinctive features and
design of the collection, taking inspiration from the
classic and timeless objects. The functionality of the
polypropylene shell is combined with solid ash wood
legs.

Babila - 2745

Babila - 2755

Babila armchair recalls the
distinctive features and
design of the collection,
taking inspiration from
the classic and timeless
objects. The functionality of
the polypropylene shell is
combined with steel rod sled
frame.

Babila armchair recalls the
distinctive features and
design of the collection,
taking inspiration from
the classic and timeless
objects. The functionality of
the polypropylene shell is
combined with solid ash wood
legs.
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Legend ﬁnishes
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TOM DIXON
PEDRALI
Babila - 2702/A

Babila - 2703/A

Art nr: 2702.6

Art nr: 2702A.6

Art nr: 2703A.6

Babila - 2706

Babila - 2706/A

Babila - 2703

Art nr: 2706.6

Art nr: 2706A.6

Art nr: 2703.6

BABILA

Babila - 2702
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Chair ESTER 690

Art nr: 690.6

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

ESTER 690
DESIGN:
PATRICK JOUIN

ESTER

Ester armchair is a mix of elegance, ergonomics and
functionality. The attention to details is everywhere.
The result is a precious monolith made of leather
complemented by re㽚춭ned die-casted aluminum legs.
Seat made of polyurethane foam with elastic belts on
a steel structure, die-casted aluminum legs.
Finishes: upholstery in real leather or fabric, satin
aluminum legs or brushed bronze or black nichel.

Ester - 690
Babila is a chair able to move along tradition and innovation with great
agility. Plywood shell in variable thickness and solid ash legs. The result
is an airy and comfortable sitting with a careful and accurate use of
wood.
Finishes: bleached ash or ash stained grey, black, red, yellow and blue.
GOOD DESIGN AWARD
2013 - USA

PRESS
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Seat made of polyurethane foam with elastic belts on
a steel structure, die-casted aluminum legs.
Finishes: upholstery in real leather or fabric, satin
aluminum legs or brushed bronze or black nichel.

Ester - 691
20.4.2016 and functionality. The attention
Ester chair is a mix of elegance, ergonomics
to details is everywhere. The result is a precious monolith made of leather
complemented by refined die-casted aluminum legs. Seat made of polyurethane foam with elastic belts on a steel structure, die-casted aluminum legs.

Finishes: upholstery in real leather or fabric, satin aluminum legs or brushed
bronze or black nichel.

ESTER 695

Art nr: 691.6

DESIGN:
PATRICK JOUIN

Ester armchair widens its horizons bringing elegance
and comfort to oళces. The central four-spoke base
with castors makes Ester Oళce ideal for executive
oళces and meeting rooms. Its sinuous and soft
upholstered in leather or fabric ensure maximum
comfort. The seat, the sides and the backrest are
made of polyurethane foam with elastic belts on a
steel structure.

Ester - 695
Ester armchair widens its horizons bringing elegance and comfort to
offices. The central four-spoke base with castors makes Ester Office ideal
for executive offices and meeting rooms. Its sinuous and soft upholstered
in leather or fabric ensure maximum comfort. The seat, the sides and the
backrest are made of polyurethane foam with elastic belts on a steel
structure.

Art nr: 695.6

DESIGN:
PATRICK JOUIN

Ester armchair widens its horizons bringing elegance
and comfort to oﬃces. The central four-spoke base
makes Ester Oﬃce ideal for executive oﬃces and
meeting rooms. Its sinuous and soft upholstered in
leather or fabric ensure maximum comfort. The seat,
the sides and the backrest are made of polyurethane
foam with elastic belts on a steel structure.

Ester - 695F

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

ESTER 695F

ESTER

Art nr: 695F.6

Ester armchair widens its horizons bringing elegance and comfort
to offices. The central four-spoke base makes Ester Office ideal
for executive offices and meeting rooms. Its sinuous and soft
upholstered in leather or fabric ensure maximum comfort. The seat,
the sides and the backrest are made of polyurethane foam with
elastic belts on a steel structure.
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Chair FRIDA 752

FRIDA 752
TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

DESIGN:
ODO FIORAVANTI

Frida is a chair that embodies sophisticated
technology and represents a landmark in
woodworking. The most remarkable factor is
represented by the superposition of a threedimensional curved plywood body of only 3.5mm to a
solid wood frame. The oak structure is characterized
by geometric sections of varying shapes that taper at
the edges, giving a light image to the chair and
enhancing the conceptual strength of the body.
Available in several 及⤀nishes.

Frida - 752
FRIDA

Ester armchair widens its horizons bringing elegance and comfort
to offices. The central four-spoke base makes Ester Office ideal
for executive offices and meeting rooms. Its sinuous and soft
upholstered in leather or fabric ensure maximum comfort. The seat,
the sides and the backrest are made of polyurethane foam with
elastic belts on a steel structure.
GERMAN DESIGN AWARD

2014 - Germany

COMPASSO D'ORO ADI

2011 - Italy

Art nr: 752.6

ADI DESIGN INDEX

2009 - Italy

TOP CHAIR RESIDENTIAL PROMOSEDIA

2008 - Italy
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DESIGN:
CLAUDIO DONDOLI AND MARCO POCCI

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

GLISS 900/A

GLISS

Gliss soft injected ﬁre retardant foam shell cove
with fabric or simil-leather.
Available Ø 16 mm chromed rod steel frame.

Gliss - 900A
Gliss soft injected fire retardant foam shell covered with fabric or simil-leather.
Available Ø 16 mm chromed rod steel frame.

232

Gliss - 904
Gliss Wood chair is dedicated to those who want to relax without renouncing at
functionality and elegance.
Injection moulded technopolymer shell, the legs are in ash timber. The ash wood
can be bleached or black stained, the tecnopolymer can be white or sand.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI
GLISS
Gliss - 9045
Gliss Wood chair is dedicated to those who want to relax without renouncing at
functionality and elegance.
Injection moulded polycarbonate shell, the legs are in ash timber. The
polycarbonate is available in various colours, either full colour or transparent , the
ash wood can be bleached or black stained.
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TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

L

INGA plywood 5614
DESIGN:
PEDRALI R&D

Inga - 5613

W

AN

GC

V101

V102

V103

Inga armchair is featured by soft and essential shapes
The shell is in oak veneered plywood, steel tube legs
Ø16mm. Stackable.

INGA

Inga chair is featured by soft and essential shapes. The shell is in oak veneered plywood, steel tube legs Ø16mm. Stackable.

RS

Legend ﬁnishes

Inga - 5614
Inga armchair is featured by soft and essential shapes. The shell is in oak veneered plywood, steel tube legs Ø16mm. Stackable.
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V101

V102

V103

Legend ﬁnishes
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Inga chair is featured by soft and essential shapes. The
shell is in oak veneered plywood, steel rod frame
Ø10mm. Stackable.

Inga - 5614
Inga armchair is featured by soft and essential
shapes. The shell is in oak veneered plywood,
steel tube legs Ø16mm. Stackable.
ACCESSORIES

Linking device (code 790/G_NE)
Trolley (code 1391.100)
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Legend ﬁnishes

Our website uses cookies, also of third parties, to provide you with a personalised service. Browsing on our
website means that you have accepted their use. To change the conﬁguration or get more information we invite
you to read our Privacy Policy.

OK
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LAJA 880
DESIGN:
Laja
- 880 BUSANA
ALESSANDRO

LAJA

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

TheThe
comfortable
seat
is made
of elastic belts,
comfortable seat
is made
of crossed
covered
by polyurethane
foam. Theby
back is slightly
crossed
elastic
belts, covered
elastic and comfortable. The upholstery could be
polyurethane
foam.
back
is leather) for the
entirely with fabric
orThe
leather
(or eco
outside
and fabric
the inside shell.The
The wide range
slightly
elastic
andforcomfortable.
of colours allows monochromatic upholsteries or
upholstery
could
be entirely
withside. The legs
bichromatic
combinations,
inside/out
canor
be leather
powder coated
to match
the upholstery
or
fabric
(or eco
leather)
for
they can be polished.
the outside and fabric for the inside
shell. The wide range of colours allows
monochromatic upholsteries or
bichromatic combinations, inside/out
side. The legs can be powder coated
to match the upholstery or they can
be polished.

Art nr: 880.6
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http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairLAJA880/
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Chair LAJA 885

Laja - 885

LAJA 885

The comfortable seat is made of crossed
elastic belts, covered by polyurethane
foam.
The back is slightly elastic and
DESIGN:
ALESSANDRO BUSANA
comfortable.
The upholstery could be
entirely
with
fabric
or leather (or eco
The comfortable seat is made of crossed elastic belts,
leather)
the outsidefoam.
and The
fabric
the
coveredfor
by polyurethane
backfor
is slightly
elastic
and comfortable.
The upholstery
could be
inside
shell.
The
wide
range
of
colours
entirely with fabric or leather (or eco leather) for the
allows
monochromatic
upholsteries
outside
and fabric for the inside
shell. The wide range
colours allowscombinations,
monochromatic upholsteries
or of
bichromatic
inside/ or
bichromatic combinations, inside/outside. The legs
out
side.
The legs
cantobematch
powder
coated or
can
be powder
coated
the upholstery
can the
be polished.
to they
match
upholstery or they can be
polished.

Art nr: 885.6

PRESS
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Chair LAJA 886

20.4.2016

LAJA 886
DESIGN:
ALESSANDRO BUSANA

Elegant and solid armchair with steel structure. Die
casted aluminium central base with 4 spokes
with castors. The comfortable seat is made of elastic
belts surrounded by injected polyurethane foam. The
Lajabackrest
- 886 is slighty elastic and cozy. The wide range of
colours allows monochromatic upholstery or
Elegant
and solid
armchair with steel
bichromatic
combinations.

structure. Die casted aluminium central
base with 4 spokes with castors. The
comfortable seat is made of elastic belts
surrounded by injected polyurethane
foam. The backrest is slighty elastic
and cozy. The wide range of colours
allows monochromatic upholstery or
bichromatic combinations.

Art nr: 887.6

LAJA 887
DESIGN:
ALESSANDRO BUSANA

LAJA

20.4.2016

Elegant and solid armchair with steel
structure. Die casted aluminium
swivel central base with 4 spokes. The
comfortable seat is made of elastic belts
surrounded by injected polyurethane
foam. The backrest is slighty elastic
and cozy. The wide range of colours
allows monochromatic upholstery or
bichromatic combinations.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Laja - 887

Elegant and solid armchair with steel structure. Die
casted aluminium swivel central base with 4 spokes.
The comfortable seat is made of elastic belts
surrounded by injected polyurethane foam. The
backrest is slighty elastic and cozy. The wide range of
colours allows monochromatic upholstery or
bichromatic combinations.

Art nr: 886.6
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LOG 366
DESIGN:
MANUELA BUSETTI ANDREA GARUTI MATTEO REDAELLI

Log is a collection of completely upholstered seatings
which marries a sculptural aspect with surprising
lightness. The lounge version reinterprets the volumes
of the armchair, softening the shapes and giving them
generous sizes. Stiﬀ polymer frame covered by ﬁreretardant injected foam upholstered in fabric or simil
leather.

Log - 366

LOG 368

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Log is a collection of completely
upholstered seatings which marries
a sculptural aspect with surprising
lightness. The lounge version reinterprets
the volumes of the armchair, softening
the shapes and giving them generous
sizes. Stiff polymer frame covered by
fire-retardant injected foam upholstered
in fabric or simil leather.

PRESS

A two-seater sofa with soft and cozy shapes
characterized by a surprising lightness to allow a quick
and ﬂuid outﬁt of the spaces. A natural widening and
completion of the collection. Stiﬀ polymer frame
covered by ﬁre-retardant injected foam upholstered in
fabric or simil leather.

LOGO

DESIGN:
MANUELA BUSETTI ANDREA GARUTI MATTEO REDAELLI

Log - 368
A two-seater sofa with soft and cozy shapes
characterized by a surprising lightness to allow
a quick and fluid outfit of the spaces. A natural
widening and completion of the collection. Stiff
polymer frame covered by fire-retardant injected
foam upholstered in fabric or simil leather.
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Malmö family expands to new contexts entering in
lounge environments, waiting areas and cafes.
Lounge armchair is made of solid ash wood bleached,
black or light gray stained 黰垇nish, ash veneered
plywood shell.

PRESS

Art nr: 295.6
Pris fra 3 899,-

AN

FR

GC

Legend 黰垇nishes

MALMÖ

Malmö family expands to new
contexts entering in lounge
environments, waiting areas and cafes.
Lounge armchair is made of solid ash
wood bleached, black or light gray
stained finish, ash veneered plywood
shell.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Malmö - 295

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/LoungechairMALMOe295/
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shell upholstered with fabric.

Malmö - 296
Malmö family expands to new contexts
entering in lounge environments,
waiting areas and cafes. Lounge
armchair is made of solid ash wood in
bleached, black or light grey stained
finish, plywood shell upholstered with
fabric.
PRESS

20.4.2016

Lounge Chair MALMÖ 298

Art nr: 296.6
AN fraFR5 349,GC
Pris

MALMÖ 298

Legend ⫂䝉nishes

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Malmö Relax is an armchair with a large, cozy shell. Its
high back supports the shoulders providing a perfect
relaxation. The tapered ash wood and the sinuous
and natural lines of the arms, with its pleasant
touching, promise comfort for quite moments.
Malmö
Relaxinisbleached,
an armchair
Available
black orwith
light a
grey stained solid
wood
and Its
withhigh
plywood
shell
upholstered in
large,ash
cozy
shell.
back
supports
fabric or simil leather.

Malmö - 298

the shoulders providing a perfect
relaxation. The tapered ash wood
and the sinuous and natural lines of
the arms, with its pleasant touching,
promise comfort for quite moments.
Available in bleached, black or light
grey stained solid ash wood and with
plywood shell upholstered in fabric or
simil leather.

Art nr: 298.6
Pris fra 6 990,-

PRESS

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/LoungechairMALMOe296/
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Legend ➵nishes
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MALMÖ 297
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Malmö - 297
Malmö family expands to new contexts
entering in lounge environments,
waiting areas and cafes. Lounge
armchair in made of solid ash wood in
bleached, black or light grey stained
finish, plywood shell upholstered with
genuine leather.

PRESS

MALMÖ

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Malmö family expands to new contexts entering in
lounge environments, waiting areas and cafes.
Lounge armchair in made of solid ash wood in
bleached, black or light grey stained 쎠ꢰnish, plywood
shell upholstered with genuine leather.

FR
GC
ArtANnr: 297.6
Pris
fra쎠ꢰnishes
4 699,Legend
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Art nr: 390.6
Pris fra 2 499,-

20.4.2016

Chair MALMÖ 390

MALMÖ 390
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

The Malmö chair was born from an imaginary journey
along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It recalls the
experience of a come back home with the cosiness of
wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey
stained ᣌnish, plywood shell.

Malmö - 390
The Malmö chair was born from an imaginary journey along the sides of a
Scandinavian lake. It recalls the experience of a come back home with the
cosiness of wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey stained finish, plywood shell.
PRESS
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The Malmö chair was born from an imaginary journey
along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It recalls the
experience of a come back home with the cosiness of
wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey
stained ➵nish, plywood shell upholstered with fabric.

Malmö - 391

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey stained finish,
plywood shell upholstered with fabric.

PRESS

Art nr: 391.6
Pris fra 3 699,-

AN

FR

GC

MALMÖ

Legend ➵nishes

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairMALMOe391/

1/1
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wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey
stained 㿷ၬnish, plywood shell upholstered with
genuine leather.

Malmö - 392
The Malmö chair was born from an imaginary journey along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It recalls
the experience of a come back home with the cosiness of wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey stained finish, plywood shell upholstered with genuine leather.
PRESS

AN

FR

GC

Legend 㿷ၬnishes

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairMALMOe392/
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Art nr: 392.6
Pris fra 2 999,-

1/1

experience of a come back home with the cosiness of
wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey
stained 㿷ၬnish, plywood shell upholstered with
genuine leather.

Malmö - 395
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey stained finish, plywood shell.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

PRESS

Art nr: 395.6
Pris fra 2 999,-
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MALMÖ

Legend 㿷ၬnishes

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairMALMOe392/

1/1
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Chair MALMÖ 396

MALMÖ 396
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

The Malmö armchair was born from an imaginary
journey along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It
recalls the experience of a come back home with the
cosiness of wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey
stained ➵nish, plywood shell upholstered with fabric.

Malmö - 396

The Malmö armchair was born from an imaginary journey
along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It recalls the
experience of a come back home with the cosiness of
wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or light grey stained
finish, plywood shell upholstered with fabric.

PRESS

Art nr: 396.6
Pris fra 4 249,-
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Legend ➵nishes
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Chair MALMÖ 397

MALMÖ 397
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

The Malmö armchair was born from an imaginary

journey along the sides of a Scandinavian lake. It
Malmö
- 397
recalls the experience of a come back home with the
cosiness of wood warming up the environment.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

TheAsh
Malmö
armchair
was
an
timber frame
in bleached,
blackborn
or lightfrom
grey
stained ᗌ며nish, plywood shell upholstered with
imaginary
journey along the sides of a
genuine leather.
Scandinavian lake. It recalls the experience
of a come back home with the cosiness of
wood warming up the environment.
Ash timber frame in bleached, black or
light grey stained finish, plywood shell
upholstered with genuine leather.

MALMÖ

PRESS
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Art
nr:ᗌ며nishes
397.6
Legend
Pris fra 3 490,-

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairMALMOe397/

1/1
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20.4.2016

Chair NEMEA 2820

NEMEA 2820
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Nemea- 2820

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Nemea is a collection of classically-shaped seatings,

whose visible,
light structuralof
elements
seem to be
Nemea
is a collection
classically-shaped
smoothed by time, like 魄ധndings from the Ancient
seatings,
whose
visible,
light
elements
Greece. The
chair seems
to extend
intostructural
an athletic
pose,to
with
its smoothed
sinuous legs in by
solidtime,
ash grafted
to
the
seem
be
like
findings
from
die-casted aluminium frame placed under the
seat. Greece.
The embracing,
backrest
theplywood
Ancient
Thecomfortable
chair seems
to extend
crowns the seat. Stackable. Available in bleached
into
an athletic
itscolour
sinuous
legs in
ashwood,
ruby red,pose,
cognac with
and black
stained.
solid ash grafted to the die-casted aluminium
frame placed under the plywood seat. The
embracing, comfortable backrest crowns the
seat. Stackable. Available in bleached ashwood,
ruby red, cognac and black colour stained.

NEMEA

PRESS

FR

FRMC

FRRB

AN

Legend 魄ധnishes
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DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Nemea is a collection of classically-shaped seatings,
whose visible, light structural elements seem to be
smoothed by time, like ꐋ㷡ndings from the Ancient
Greece. The armchair seems to extend into an
athletic pose, with its sinuous legs in solid ash grafted
Nemea
a collection
of frame
classically-shaped
seatings, whose
to theisdie-casted
aluminium
placed under the
plywood seat. The embracing, comfortable backrest
visible,
structural
elements
armrests
crowns the seat
and allowsseem
to lean itto
onbe smoothed by time,
with light
the table. Available
bleached
ashwood,
ruby red,
like findings
from inthe
Ancient
Greece.
The armchair seems
cognac and black colour stained.

to extend into an athletic pose, with its sinuous legs in solid
ash grafted to the die-casted aluminium frame placed under
the plywood seat. The embracing, comfortable backrest with
armrests crowns the seat and allows to lean it on the table.
Available in bleached ashwood, ruby red, cognac and black colour
stained.
PRESS
20.4.2016

Chair NEMEA 2826

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Nemea- 2825

NEMEA 2826
FRMC

FRRB

AN

CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

The Nemea collection adds even greater well-being to
the comfort of the seats with new upholstered
versions.
The armchair seems to extend into an athletic pose,
with its sinuous legs in solid ash grafted to the diecasted aluminium frame placed under the plywood
The Nemea
collection
even
seat upholstered
in fabricadds
or leather.
The greater
embracing, well-being to the
the seat
comfortable
backrest
with
armrests
crowns
comfort
of
the
seats
with
new
upholstered
versions.
and allows to lean it on the table. Available in
bleached ashwood,
rubyto
red,
cognac and
black
The armchair
seems
extend
into
ancolour
athletic pose, with its
stained.

Nemea- 2826

NEMEA

FR

DESIGN:
Legend
ꐋ㷡nishes

sinuous legs in solid ash grafted to the die-casted aluminium
frame placed under the plywood seat upholstered in fabric or
leather. The embracing, comfortable backrest with armrests
crowns the seat and allows to lean it on the table. Available in
bleached ashwood, ruby red, cognac and black colour stained.

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairNEMEA2825/

FR

FRMC

Legend 圬nishes

FRRB

AN
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Noa- 725

20.4.2016

A chair which combines
the elegance of its perfect
proportions to the comfort of the
seat, all thanks to the innovative
construct725
ion technique. The seat
is
upholstered
and contained in a
DESIGN:
MARC SADLER
polycarbonate shell with a glossy
A chair which
combines
elegance of its can
perfect
outer
surface.
Thetheupholstery
proportions to the comfort of the seat, all thanks to
be
fabric,construc
leather
or eco leather,
the in
innovative
tion technique.
The seat is
upholstered and contained in a polycarbonate shell
the
legs are chrome-plated
with a glossy outer surface. The upholstery can be in
fabric, leather
or eco leather,
the legs
areis
chromesteel
or powder
coated.
Noa
plated steel or powder coated. Noa is stackable. The
stackable.
The
upholstery
in com
bination with range
the colours of
upholstery range
the shell oᴀ洅ers a wide range of possible
in
combination
with the
colours
customizations
and solutions
for both
residential and
contract
furnishings.
of
the shell
offers a wide range
of possible customizations and
solutions for both residential and
contract furnishings.

Chair NOA 725

RED DOT DESIGN AWARD

2013 - Germany

NOA

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

NOA

PRESS

BI

NE

Art nr: 725.6
Pris fra 2 790,-

Legend ᴀ밄nishes
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Art nr: 726.6
Pris fra 3 990,-

20.4.2016

Chair NOA 726

NOA 726

DESIGN:726
NoaMARC SADLER

Armchair
which combines the elegance of
Armchair which combines the elegance of
proportions toto
thethe
comfort
of the seat
to the thanks to
proportions
comfort
ofthanks
the seat
innovative construction technique. The seat is
theupholstered
innovative
construction
technique.
and contained
in a polycarbonate
shell The seat is
with a polished external surface. The upholstery can
upholstered
and
contained
in
a
polycarbonate
shell
be in fabric or leather, the legs are chrome-plated
steel
powder coated.
Noa is stackable.
with
a or
polished
external
surface.TheThe upholstery
upholstery range in combination with the colours of
canthebeshell
in o堤ers
fabric
or range
leather,
the legs are chromea wide
of possible
customizations and solutions for both residential and
plated
steel
or
powder
coated.
Noa is stackable.
contract furnishings.
The upholstery range in combination with the
colours of the shell offers a wide range of possible
customizations and solutions for both residential and
contract furnishings.
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BI

NE

Legend 圬nishes

MARC SADLER

The Noa chair combines its elegant proportions to a
comfortable seating thanks to the innovative
constructions techniques. The seat is upholstered
and contained in a polycarbonate shell with a glossy
outer surface. Die casted aluminium central base with
4 spokes with castors. The upholstery can be either
with fabric or leather, the polycarbonate shell is
available in white or black.

Noa- 727/2

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

The Noa chair combines its elegant proportions to a
comfortable seating thanks to the innovative constructions
techniques.
Swivel chair with a four-spoke-base in die-casted aluminum.
The seat is upholstered and contained in a polycarbonate
shell available in white or black with a glossy surface. The
upholstery can be either of fabric or leather.

Art nr: 727_2.6
Pris fra 3 790,20.4.2016

NE

Legend 退nishes

NOA 727/2

NOA

BI

Chair NOA 727/2

DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

The Noa chair combines its elegant proportions to a
comfortable seating thanks to the innovative
constructions techniques.
Swivel chair with a four-spoke-base in die-casted
aluminum. The seat is upholstered and contained in a
polycarbonate shell available in white or black with a
glossy surface. The upholstery can be either of fabric
or leather.

Noa- 727
The Noa chair combines its elegant proportions to a
comfortable seating thanks to the innovative constructions
techniques. The seat is upholstered and contained in
http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairNOA727/
a polycarbonate shell with a glossy outer surface. Die
casted aluminium central base with 4 spokes with castors.
The upholstery can be either with fabric or leather, the
polycarbonate shell is available in white or black.

1/1

PRESS

Art nr: 727.6
Pris fra 3 790,-

BI

NE

Legend 圬nishes
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Osaka- 2810
PRESS

FR

FRMC FRMO

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Osaka is a collection of seatings with a strong graphic impact
whose construction elements remind the linear features of an
ideogram, due to their pureness and simplicity. Its rectilinear
profile reveals a welcoming three-dimensionality, completed by
the tactile wellbeing of the wood.
Chair with ash wood frame and plywood seat. Available in
bleached ash wood, cognac, mahogany and black colour stained.

Legend ᾳ⯭nishes

20.4.2016

Chair OSAKA 2811

Art nr: 2810.6
Pris fra 2 499,-

Art nr: 2811.6
Pris fra 3 790,-

OSAKA 2811
Osaka is a collection of seatings with a strong graphic
impact whose construction elements remind the
linear features of an ideogram, due to their pureness
and simplicity. Its rectilinear pro툨le reveals a
welcoming three-dimensionality, completed by the
tactile wellbeing of the wood.
Upholstered chair in fabric, also two tone, with
plywood seat and ash wood frame. Available in
bleached ash wood, cognac, mahogany and black
colour stained.

OSAKA

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairOSAKA2810/

1/1

Osaka-2811
Upholstered chair in fabric, also two tone, with plywood seat and
ash wood frame.PRESS
Available in bleached ash wood, cognac, mahogany
and black colour stained.

FR

FRMC FRMO

Legend 툨nishes
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DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Osaka is a collection of seatings with a strong graphic
impact whose construction elements remind the
linear features of an ideogram, due to their pureness
and simplicity. Its rectilinear pro횹䣼le reveals a
welcoming three-dimensionality, completed by the
tactile wellbeing
of the wood.of seatings with a strong
Osaka
is a collection
Armchair with ash wood frame and plywood seat.
graphic
impact
cognac, mahoganyelements
Available in bleachedwhose
ash wood,construction
and black colour stained.

Osaka- 2815

remind the linear features of an ideogram, due
to their pureness and simplicity. Its rectilinear
profile reveals a welcoming three-dimensionality,
completed by the tactile wellbeing of the wood.
Armchair with ash wood frame and plywood
seat. Available in bleached ash wood, cognac,
mahogany and black colour stained
PRESS

20.4.2016

Art nr: 2815.6
Pris fra: 2990,-

Chair OSAKA 2816

OSAKA 2816

FR

FRMC FRMO

Legend 횹䣼nishes

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Osaka is a collection of seatings with a strong graphic
impact whose construction elements remind the
linear features of an ideogram, due to their pureness
and simplicity. Its rectilinear proᗌ며le reveals a
welcoming three-dimensionality, completed by the
tactile wellbeing of the wood. Upholstered armchair
in fabric, also two tone, with plywood seat and ash
wood frame. Available in bleached ash wood, cognac,
mahogany and black colour stained.

Osaka- 2816

Osaka is a collection of seatings with a strong graphic impact
whose construction elements remind the linear features
of an ideogram, due to their pureness and simplicity. Its
rectilinear profile reveals a welcoming three-dimensionality,
completed by the tactile wellbeing of the wood. Upholstered
armchair in fabric, also two tone, with plywood seat and
ash wood frame. Available in bleached ash wood, cognac,
mahogany and black colour stained.
PRESS

Art nr: 2816.6
Pris fra: 4290,-

FR

FRMC FRMO

Legend ᗌ며nishes
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http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairOSAKA2815/

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

OSAKA Metal 5722

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Osaka Metal chair, with ash plywood shell and steel
rode sled frame, features the functionality of the
collection. The outcome is a great ergonomics and an
increasingly light graphical eﬀect.

Osaka Metal - 5714

Osaka Metal - 5722

Osaka Metal chair, with ash plywood shell
and steel rode sled frame, features the
functionality of the collection. The outcome is
a great ergonomics and an increasingly light
graphical effect.

Osaka Metal armchair, with ash plywood shell
upholstered in fabric or leather combined with
steel tube legs, features the functionality of the
collection. The outcome is a great ergonomics and
an increasingly light graphical effect.

FR

FRMC FRMO

Legend ﬁnishes

AN

AN

OSAKA

OSAKA Metal 5714

Osaka Metal armchair, with ash plywood shell
upholstered in fabric or leather combined with steel
tube legs, features the functionality of the collection.
The outcome is a great ergonomics and an increasingly
light graphical eﬀect.
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TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

SIGN 455
DESIGN:
DANIELE LO SCALZO MOSCHERI

Armchair Sign is available in solid oak or walnut wood.
Its frame is thin but comfortable, thanks to the tapered
armrests that featured the armchair with linearity but,
at the same time, full of details. Upholstered seat.

Sign- 455
SIGN

Armchair Sign is available in solid oak
or walnut wood. Its frame is thin but
comfortable, thanks to the tapered
armrests that featured the armchair
with linearity but, at the same time,
full of details. Upholstered seat.
TOP CHAIR RESIDENTIAL PROMOSEDIA
2007 - Italy

PRESS

RS

W

GC

N

Legend ﬁnishes
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20.4.2016

Chair TIVOLI 2800

TIVOLI 2800
Tivoli - 2800

DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Tivoli recalls
the traditional
wooden chairs, wooden
Tivoli
recalls
the traditional
maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean
design
where
the
structural
are perfectly
chairs,
maintainingelements
comfort
and inspiring
integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional
curves
and
the
generous
proportions
of thewhere
back rest
conviviality. A clean design
make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash
wood
frame,
plywood
seat
and
three-dimensional
the structural elements are perfectly
plywood back.
integrated in the frame. The threedimensional curves and the generous
proportions of the back rest make Tivoli
an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash
wood frame, plywood seat and threedimensional plywood back.
YOUNG & DESIGN

TIVOLI

2014 - Italy
Final selection

PRESS

AN

FR

Legend 牥扭nishes

Art nr: 2800.6
Pris fra 3 790,-

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairTIVOLI2800/

1/1
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Chair TIVOLI 2801

TIVOLI 2801
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Tivoli recalls the traditional wooden chairs,
maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean
design where the structural elements are perfectly
integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional
curves and the generous proportions of the back rest
make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash
wood frame, upholstered seat and back with fabric or
simil leather.

Tivoli- 2801
Tivoli armchair recalls the traditional wooden chairs, maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean design where the
structural elements are perfectly integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional curves and the generous proportions of the
back rest make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash wood frame, upholstered seat and back with fabric or simil leather.

PRESS

Art nr: 2801.6
Pris fra 4 290,-

AN

FR

Legend ᬒ⏝nishes
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TIVOLI

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Art nr: 2805.6
Pris fra 4 490,-

20.4.2016

Chair TIVOLI 2805

TIVOLI 2805
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

Tivoli armchair recalls the traditional wooden chairs,
maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean
design where the structural elements are perfectly
integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional
curves and the generous proportions of the back rest
make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash
wood frame, plywood seat and three-dimensional
plywood back.

Tivoli- 2805

Tivoli armchair recalls the traditional wooden chairs,
maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean
design where the structural elements are perfectly
integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional curves and
the generous proportions of the back rest make Tivoli an
ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash wood frame, plywood
seat and three-dimensional plywood back.
PRESS

AN

FR

Legend 彽Իnishes
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Chair TIVOLI 2806

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

20.4.2016

TIVOLI 2806
DESIGN:
CAZZANIGA MANDELLI PAGLIARULO

TIVOLI

Art nr: 2806.6
Pris fra 4 995,-

Tivoli armchair recalls the traditional wooden chairs,
Tivoli2806
maintaining
comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean

design where the structural elements are perfectly
Ash wood
frame,
upholstered
seat and
integrated
in the frame.
The three-dimensional
and
the generous
proportions
of the back rest
backcurves
with
fabric
or
simil
leather.
make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant chair. Ash
wood frame, upholstered seat and back with fabric or
simil leather.

PRESS

AN

FR

Legend ᬒ⏝nishes
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TWEET 890
DESIGN:

Tweet
chairwas
was conceived
fromfrom
the desire of creating
Tweet
chair
conceived
a rational piece of furniture suitable to be placed
the even
desire
ofmost
creating
a rational
in the
characteristic
spaces, respecting
their
style.
Bi-injected
moulding
polypropylene shell
piece
of
furniture
suitable
to
and steel tube frame Ø14 mm. Glossy 꼛nish on the
be placed
even
inmatt
theand
most
back of the
shell,
scratch resistant on the
frontal shell. Frame
in chromed,
black chromed or
characteristic
spaces,
respecting
powder coated.
their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene shell and steel
tube frame Ø14 mm. Glossy finish
on the back of the shell, matt and
scratch resistant on the frontal
shell. Frame in chromed, black
chromed or powder coated.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

MARC SADLER
Tweet890

ACCESS

Trolley (c

TWEET

PRESS

BI

NE

AR

BE

NE

RO

BE

GA

Art nr: 890.6
AF
PrisGIfra VE
1 095,Legend 꼛nishes
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selection of frames and 蟃nishes, to guarantee the
best adaptability in contract projects and domestic
settings.
The Tweet Soft chair matches shell upholstered in
fabric or simil leather with steel tube frame Ø14 mm
chromed, powder coated or in antique brass 蟃nishes.

Tweet- 890/2
Tweet chair was conceived from the desire of creating a rational piece
of furniture suitable to be placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding polypropylene shell and
steel tube frame Ø14 mm. Glossy finish on the back of the shell, matt and
scratch resistant on the frontal shell. Frame in chromed, black chromed or
powder coated.

20.4.2016

Art. 890_2.6
Pris fra 1 095,-

TWEET 891
DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

Tweet chair was conceived from the desire of creating
a rational piece of furniture suitable to be placed
even in the most characteristic spaces, respecting
their style. Bi-injected moulding polypropylene shell
with die-casted black powdered steel central four
spokes base with castors. Gas lift device. Glossy ⱊ᥀nish
on the back of the shell, matt and scratch resistant on
the frontal shell.

Tweet- 891
Tweet chair was conceived from the desire of creating a rational piece
of furniture suitable to be placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding polypropylene shell with diecasted black powdered steel central four spokes base with castors. Gas lift
device. Glossy finish on the back of the shell, matt and scratch resistant on
the frontal shell.

Art nr: 891.6
Pris fra 2 490,-

NE
http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairTWEET8902/
Legend ⱊ᥀nishes
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Chair TW
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TWEET

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Art nr: 892.6
Pris fra 2 490,-

20.4.2016

Tweet- 892

TWEET 892

Tweet barstool was conceived from the desire of creating a rational piece of furniture
suitable to be placed even in the most characteristic spaces, respecting their style.
DESIGN:
Bi-injected moulding polypropylene shell and steel tube frame Ø14 mm.
MARC SADLER
Glossy finish on the back of the shell, matt and scratch resistant on the frontal shell.
Tweet barstool was conceived from the desire o
Frame in chromed, black chromed or powder coated. Height 650 mm.
creating a rational piece of furniture suitable to b

placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene shell and steel tube frame Ø14 m
Glossy 圬nish on the back of the shell, matt and
scratch resistant on the frontal shell. Frame in
chromed, black chromed or powder coated. Hei
650 mm.

279

TWEET 893F/2
Tweet is a collection of seatings which combines the
rational, clean design of the shell with a wide
selection of frames and 圬nishes, to guarantee the
best adaptability in contract projects and domestic
Tweet
is a collection of seatings which
settings.
The Tweet Soft
matches
shell upholstered
combines
thechair
rational,
clean
design of in
fabric or simil leather with die-casted aluminium
the
shell
with
a
wide
selection
of frames
swivel central base with 4 spokes, black ora white
and
finishes,
powder
coated.to guarantee the best

TWEET 895
DESIGN:

Tweet- 893F/2

MARC SADLER
Tweet895

adaptability in contract projects and
domestic settings.
The Tweet Soft chair matches shell
upholstered in fabric or simil leather
with die-casted aluminium swivel
central base with 4 spokes, black ora
white powder coated.

Tweet
armchair
wasofconceived
from
creating
a rational piece
furniture suitable
to be
even in the most characteristic spaces,
theplaced
desire
of
creating
a
rational
piece
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene
shell and steel
tubeplaced
frame Ø14
mm.
of furniture
suitable
to be
even
Glossy 戱̰nish on the back of the shell, matt and
in the
most
characteristic
spaces,
scratch
resistant
on the frontal shell.
Frame in
chrome, black chromed or powder coated.
respecting
their style. Bi-injected
moulding polypropylene shell and
steel tube frame Ø14 mm.
Glossy finish on the back of the shell,
matt and scratch resistant on the
frontal shell. Frame in chrome, black
chromed or powder coated.

Tweet armchair was conceived from the desire of

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

ACCESSORIES

Art nr: 893F_2.6
Pris fra 2 049,-

Art nr: 895.6
BI
NE
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BE
Pris fra 1 895,GI
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Trolley (code 775.100)
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AF

Legend 戱̰nishes

http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairTWEET895/#
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DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

Tweet is a collection of seatings which combines the
rational, clean design of the shell with a wide
selection of frames and 뿓汐nishes, to guarantee the
best adaptability in contract projects and domestic
settings.
Tweet
is aSoft
collection
seatings
which
The Tweet
armchair of
matches
shell and
armrests
upholsteredthe
in fabric
or simil
leather
with steel tube
combines
rational,
clean
design
frame Ø14 mm chromed or powder coated.

Tweet- 895/2

of the shell with a wide selection of
frames and finishes, to guarantee the
best adaptability in contract projects
and domestic settings.
The Tweet Soft armchair matches
shell and armrests upholstered in
fabric or simil leather with steel tube
frame Ø14 mm chromed or powder
coated.

PRESS

Art nr: 895_2.6
Pris fra 1 895,-
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http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairTWEET8952/

1/1

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI
20.4.2016

Stool TWEET 896

TWEET

TWEET 896
DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

Tweet barstool was conceived from the desire of
creating a rational piece of furniture suitable to be
placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene shell and steel tube frame Ø14
mm. Glossy 圬nish on the back of the shell, matt and
scratch resistant on the frontal shell. Frame in
chromed, black chromed or powder coated. Height
750 mm.

Tweet- 896

Tweet barstool was conceived from the desire of creating a rational piece of furniture suitable to be placed
even in the most characteristic spaces, respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding polypropylene shell and
steel tube frame Ø14 mm. Glossy finish on the back of the shell, matt and scratch resistant on the frontal
shell. Frame in chromed, black chromed or powder coated. Height 750 mm.

Art nr: 896.6
Pris fra 1 695,-
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TWEET 897
DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

Tweet chair was conceived from the desire of creating

a rational
piece of furniture suitable to be placed
Tweet897

even in the most characteristic spaces, respecting

Tweet
was conceived
from
the desire
theirchair
style. Bi-injected
moulding
polypropylene
shellof
with sled
frame in steel
rodof
Ø11
mm, chromed
or
creating
a rational
piece
furniture
suitable
powder coated. Glossy 圬nish on the back of the shell,
to be
placed
even
in
the
most
characteristic
matt and scratch resistant on the frontal shell.
spaces, respecting their style. Bi-injected
moulding polypropylene shell with sled frame
in steel rod Ø11 mm, chromed or powder
coated. Glossy finish on the back of the shell,
matt and scratch resistant on the frontal
shell.

ACCESSORIES

Linking device (code KITV.LINK.D10)
Trolley (code 775.100)

BI

NE

AR

BE

Art nr: 897.6
Pris
GI fra
VE 1 249,AF
Legend 圬nishes
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Chair TWEET 898

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

20.4.2016

TWEET 898
TWEET

DESIGN:
MARC SADLER

Tweet armchair was conceived from the desire of
creating a rational piece of furniture suitable to be
placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene shell with sled frame in steel rod Ø11
mm, chromed or powder coated. Glossy nish on the
back of the shell, matt and scratch resistant on the
frontal shell.

Tweet- 898
Tivoli armchair recalls the traditional wooden chairs, maintaining comfort and inspiring conviviality. A clean design where the structural elements are
perfectly integrated in the frame. The three-dimensional curves and the generous proportions of the back rest make Tivoli an ergonomic and elegant
chair. Ash wood frame, upholstered seat and back with fabric or simil leather.
ACCESSORIES

Linking device (code KITV.LINK.D10)
Trolley (code 775.100)

Art nr: 898.6
PRESS
Pris fra 1 995,-
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rational, clean design of the shell with a wide
selection of frames and 崜뷗nishes, to guarantee the
best adaptability in contract projects and domestic
settings.
The Tweet Soft armchair matches shell and armrests
upholstered in fabric or simil leather with sled frame
in steel rod Ø11 mm chromed or powder coated.

Tweet- 898/2

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Tweet is a collection of seatings which combines the
rational, clean design of the shell with a wide selection of
frames and finishes, to guarantee the best adaptability in
contract projects and domestic settings.
The Tweet Soft armchair matches shell and armrests
upholstered in fabric or simil leather with sled frame in
steel rod Ø11 mm chromed or powder coated.

TWEET

Art nr: 898_2.6
Pris fra 1 995,-

Tweet- 899
Tweet stool was conceived from the desire of creating a
rational piece of furniture suitable to be placed even in the
most characteristic spaces, respecting their style. Bi-injected
moulding polypropylene shell with sled frame in steel rod Ø11
mm black chrome, chromed or powder coated. Height 750 mm.

Art nr: 899.6
Pris fra 1 495,http://www.pedrali.it/en/products/catalog/ChairTWEET8982/
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A comfortable and simply elegant collection of
upholstered armchairs . The back lifts up from the seat
while remaining tied only at the ends. The resulting
opening provides the armchair with lightness and
eases its handling. The legs in solid ash wood are
perfectly jointed thanks to a carter under the seat.
The seat and the backrest can be upholstered with
leather or fabric even in contrast.

Vic- 645

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

DESIGN:
PATRICK NORGUET

VIC

VIC 645

Tweet stool was conceived from the desire of
creating a rational piece of furniture suitable to
be placed even in the most characteristic spaces,
respecting their style. Bi-injected moulding
polypropylene shell with sled frame in steel
rod Ø11 mm black chrome, chromed or powder
coated. Height 750 mm.
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YOUNG 420
DESIGN:
PEDRALI R&D

Young-420

Designed to be light, natural, and at the same
time robust, Young is a chair born from the
union of a curved plywood body with a solid oak
frame, that outlines and enhances its sinuous
design. Durable and yet lightweight thanks to
its 3,5 kg weight, is available in several finishes.

TOM DIXON
PEDRALI

Designed to be light, natural, and at the same time
robust, Young is a chair born from the union of a
curved plywood body with a solid oak frame, that
outlines and enhances its sinuous design. Durable and
yet lightweight thanks to its 3,5 kg weight, is available in
several ﬁnishes.
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ZIPPO ZIP2P/100
DESIGN:
PEDRALI R&D

PRESS

ZIPPO

ZIP1P/100
ZIPPO -ZIP1P/100
DESIGN:
Zippo is a one seat upholstered sofa
PEDRALI R&D
conceived for office and contract
Zippo is a one seat upholstered sofa conceived for
oﬃce and contract environments, featured by essential
environments, featured by essential
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where
from the surroundings, a perfect place for a meeting,
working on computer or talking on the phone. The
being isolated from the surroundings,
height of 1000 mm and structure of side and back
guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made
a perfect place for a meeting, working
of ﬁre retardant injected foam with variable density
and the slope backrest oﬀer an extreme comfort.
on computer or talking on the phone.
Along the perimeter runs a zip that outlines its shapes,
The height of 1000 mm and structure
so as to deﬁne its name. It can be covered with fabric
or simil leather. Steel tube frame Ø16 mm is white,
Our website
uses cookies, also of third parties, to provide you with a personalised service. Browsing on our
of side and back guarantee
a
good
aluminium
powder
coated or
and
with
website means that you have acceptedblack
their or
use.
To change the
conﬁguration
getmatched
more information
we invite
the zip colour.
youseat,
to read our
Privacy Policy.
soundproof capacity. The
made
OK
of fire retardant injected foam
with
variable density and the slope backrest
offer an extreme comfort. Along the
perimeter runs a zip that outlines its
shapes, so as to define its name. It can
PRESS
be covered with fabric or simil leather.
Steel tube frame Ø16 mm is white,
black or aluminium powder coated and
matched with the zip colour.

ZIPPO

ZIPPO - ZIP2P/100
Zippo is a two seats upholstered sofa conceived for office and contract environments,
featured by essential and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated from the
surroundings, a perfect place for a meeting, working on computer or talking on the phone.
The height of 1000 mm and structure of side and back guarantee a good soundproof
capacity. The seat, made of fire retardant injected foam with variable density and the slope
backrest offer an extreme comfort. Along the perimeter runs a zip that outlines its shapes,
so as to define its name. It can be covered with fabric or simil leather. Steel tube frame Ø16
mm is white, black or aluminium powder coated and matched with the zip colour.

TOM DIXON
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Zippo is a two seats upholstered sofa conceived for
oﬃce and contract environments, featured by essential
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated
from the surroundings, a perfect place for a meeting,
working on computer or talking on the phone. The
height of 1000 mm and structure of side and back
guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made
of ﬁre retardant injected foam with variable density
and the slope backrest oﬀer an extreme comfort.
Along the perimeter runs a zip that outlines its shapes,
so as to deﬁne its name. It can be covered with fabric
or simil leather. Steel tube frame Ø16 mm is white,
black or aluminium powder coated and matched with
the zip colour.
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ZIPPO -ZIP1P/100
Zippo is a one seat upholstered sofa
conceived for office and contract
environments, featured by essential
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy
where being isolated from the
surroundings, a perfect place for a
DESIGN: working on computer or
meeting,
PEDRALI R&D
talking on the phone. The height of
is a one seatof
upholstered
1000Zippo
mmLounge
and structure
side andsofa conceived
for waiting and relaxing moments in the oﬃce and
backcontract
guarantee
a goodLike
soundproof
environments.
the same collection it has
essential and fairly lines but the seat, the sides and the
capacity.
The seat, made of fire
backrest are lowered. The seat, made of ﬁre retardant
variable injected
density injected
foam
withvariable
elastic belts, gains
retardant
foam
with
depth to provide even more comfort. Along the
density
and runs
the aslope
zip thatbackrest
outlines its shapes, so as to
perimeter
its name. Steel
tube frame
Ø16 the
mm is white,
offerdeﬁne
an extreme
comfort.
Along
black or aluminium powder coated and matched with
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runsItacan
zipbethat
outlines
its or simil
the zip colour.
covered
with fabric
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shapes,
so as to define its name. It can
be covered with fabric or simil leather.
Steel tube frame Ø16 mm is white,
black or aluminium powder coated
and matched with the zip colour.
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and back guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made of fire retardant injected foam with
variable density and the slope backrest offer an extreme comfort. Along the perimeter runs a zip that
outlines its shapes, so as to define its name. It can be covered with fabric or simil leather. Steel tube
frame Ø16 mm is white, black or aluminium powder coated and matched with the zip colour

ZIPPO

ZIPPO ZIP2P/140
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Zippo is a one seat upholstered sofa conceived for
oﬃce and contract environments, featured by essential
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated
from the surroundings, a perfect place for a meeting,
working on computer or talking on the phone. The
height of 1400 mm and structure of side and back
guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made
injected foam with variable density
ofZIPPO
ﬁre retardant
- ZIP1P/140
and the slope backrest oﬀer an extreme comfort.
Along
the
perimeter
that outlines its
shapes,
Zippo is a one runs
seata zip
upholstered
sofa
conceived for office and contract environments, featured by
so as to deﬁne its name. It can be covered with fabric
lines.
A mm
niche
of privacy where being isolated from the surroundings, a perfect place
oressential
simil leather.and
Steelfairly
tube frame
Ø16
is white,
black
coated
matched with
forora aluminium
meeting,powder
working
onand
computer
or talking on the phone. The height of 1400 mm and structure of side
the zip colour

DESIGN:
PEDRALI R&D

Zippo is a two seats upholstered sofa conceived for
oﬃce and contract environments, featured by essential
and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated
from the surroundings, a perfect place for a meeting,
working on computer or talking on the phone. The
height of 1400 mm and structure of side and back
guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made
of ﬁre retardant injected foam with variable density
and the slope backrest oﬀer an extreme comfort.
Along the perimeter runs a zip that outlines its shapes,
so as to deﬁne its name. It can be covered with fabric
or simil leather. Steel tube frame Ø16 mm is white,
black or aluminium powder coated and matched with
the zip colour

ZIPPO- ZIP2P/140
Zippo is a two seats upholstered sofa conceived for office and contract environments, featured by
essential and fairly lines. A niche of privacy where being isolated from the surroundings, a perfect place
for a meeting, working on computer or talking on the phone. The height of 1400 mm and structure of side
and back guarantee a good soundproof capacity. The seat, made of fire retardant injected foam with
Our website
uses density
cookies, alsoand
of third
parties,
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you withoffer
a personalised
service. Browsing
on ourAlong the perimeter runs a zip that
variable
the
slope
backrest
an extreme
comfort.
website means that you have accepted their use. To change the conﬁguration or get more information we invite
you to
read our Privacy
Policy.
outlines
its shapes,
so as to define its name. It can be covered with fabric or simil leather. Steel tube
OK
frame Ø16 mm is white, black or aluminium powder coated and matched with the zip colour
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Vi har kataloger innen hotellinnredning, utemøbler, bord, stoler og mye annet.
Send oss gjerne en epost på interior@pks.no
PKS tar forbehold om skrivefeil, feil priser, tekster eller mål. PKS kan når som helst endre disse. Hvis produktets
størrelse er viktig må du kontakte oss for å få bekreftet målene. Farger, beis, nyanser kan avvike fra bilder. Be gjerne om
en sample slik at du unngår overrasker. Prisene gjelder enkleste finish og skal man ha spesielle finisher utover standard
kan pristillegg forekomme. Nesten alle produktene har leveringstid og normalt er det mellom 3-6 ukers leveringstid.
Kontakt PKS om du skal gjøre større innkjøp slik at vi kan sette opp et tilbud
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